
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

(1) THE ELITE ULTIMATE - the contestant with the highest supreme score of (Natural Beauty OR 

Glitz Beauty, + 2 highest optionals) will be crowned the ELITE  ULTIMATE WINNER and be awarded 

$750 in CASH ON STAGE. Winner will also receive a gorgeous custom designed AGJ CROWN, Sash, 

prize package. With 40 contestants the ELITE ULTIMATE will win a 3 day cruise to the Bahamas! ($500 

cruise gift card towards to the payment of cruise) 

(1) Glitz Ultimate Grand Supreme- the contestant with the highest supreme score of Glitz Beauty  + 2 

highest optionals (at least 1 must be a stage event) will be crowned our Glitz Ultimate Grand Supreme 

and receive a large crown, prize, Sash, Prize and $300 in cash.  

(1) Natural Ultimate Grand Supreme- the contestant with the highest supreme score of Natural Beauty  + 

2 highest optionals (at least 1 must be a stage event) will be crowned our Natural Ultimate Grand 

Supreme and receive a large crown, prize, Sash, Prize and $300 in cash.  

(1) Face of 2020-the contestant with the highest facial beauty score from either Natural or Glitz beauty 

competition will be crowned our Face of 2020 and receive a large crown, prize, sash, prize and $200 in 

cash. *additional entry fee applies.  

** contestants are allowed to do both beauty competitions- in the event (1) contestant wins both Natural 

Ultimate and Glitz Ultimate- we will pull Glitz Ultimate 1st and take next highest contestant to award 

Natural Ultimate. 

(3) Natural  Grand Supremes- 0-4, 5-10, 11+- the contestant with the highest supreme score of Natural 

Beauty + 2 highest optionals will be Crowned the Grand Nationals Grand Supreme winning a gorgeous 

crown and a fantastic prize package. 

(3) Glitz Grand Supremes- 0-4, 5-10, 11+- the contestant with the highest supreme score of Glitz Beauty + 

2 highest optionals will be Crowned the Grand Nationals Grand Supreme winning a gorgeous crown, and 

a fantastic prize package. 
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(3)  Natural Mini Supremes- 0-4, 5-10, 11+- the contestant with the highest supreme score of Natural 

Beauty + 2 highest optionals will be crowned the Grand Nationals Mini Supreme winning a gorgeous 

large crown and an awesome prize package. 

(3)  Glitz Mini Supremes- 0-4, 5-10, 11+- the contestant with the highest supreme score of Glitz Beauty + 

2 highest optionals will be crowned the Grand Nationals Mini Supreme winning a gorgeous large crown 

and an awesome prize package. 

**(1) Ultimate Theme Wear Grand Supreme- (double awarded) this will be the contestant with the 

highest Cruise Wear event score. The winner will receive a large crown, sash, prize and $150 cash prize. 

Bring your props, custom music. This is the event to leave it all on the stage! Judged on Overall 

Appearance (10), Creativity/Originality (10), Modeling Ability for age (10) 

(2) Overall Most Beautiful (Natural Beauty/ Glitz Beauty) will be crowned OMB winning a National 

crown, sash and prize package. (Mini's, Grands and Ultimate is bumped from this title) 

(10) Age Division Grand Supremes- these are the contestants that have the highest supreme score in each 

age group. The will be crowned division grand supreme and win a gorgeous crown, sash and prize 

package. They are also bumped from winning Beauty in their age division. 

(10) Natural Beauty Queens- contestant in the age group with highest Beauty score. Beauty is judged on 

Facial Beauty (10), Overall Appearance (10), Poise/Personality (10) 

(10) Glitz Beauty Queens- contestant in the age group with the highest Beauty . . Beauty is judged on 

Facial Beauty (10), Overall Appearance (10), Poise/Personality (10) 

(10) Age group Talent winners- + runner ups will each receive an award 

(10) Age group OOC winners- + runner ups will each receive an award. 

(10) Cruise Wear winners + runner ups will each receive an award. 

(10) Comp Card winners + runner ups will each receive an award. 

(10) Print Model winners + runner ups will each receive an award 

(10) NATURAL Photo winners + runner ups will each receive an award. 

(10) GLITZ Photo winners + runner ups will each receive an award. 

(20) Best Hair awards (10 Natural- 10 Glitz) 

(20) Best Dressed awards (10 Natural- 10 Glitz) 

(20) Best Smile awards (10 Natural- 10 Glitz) 

 

 

 



 

 

1) Good Sportsmanship is required. Please treat others as you would like to be treated. Pageants are a great confidence 

builder for children. So is great sportsmanship skills. 

2) ALL deposits are now NON REFUNDABLE. If for any reason you can not attend the pageant- you must provide 14 

days written notice for your deposit to be credited to a future event. Failure to notify within 14 days if full forfeiture of 

deposit and will not be credited. We hate to implement this rule- but after years of experience with several drops out day 

of event, we must state this new rule. 

3) Judges decisions are FINAL. Judges are always available to speak with after crowning to get their full feedback. We 

always encourage parents to do so. 

4) Contestants must compete in their age group as of October 1st 2019 all other regional events we will allow 30 day 

fallback. 

5) Royalty-  the Elite and Ultimates must sit out 2yrs  and hostess the 2021 Grand Finals. AGJ has been closed for 3 years. 

This makes everyone eligible to compete in 2019. 

6) AGJ pageants will not release contestant information on who is or is not competing. 

7) Promotional photos of AGJ winners will be for the sole use of AGJ Pageants. 

8) All cash awards amounts will be determined by number of entries for that pageant. Please see individual pageant for 

more information. ie.. 40 contestants required to pay full amount 

9) All ties are broken by facial beauty score. In the event that facial beauty tie- beauty score will break tie- in the event of 

further tie- Cruise wear event will break tie. 

10) AGJ pageants reserves the right to refuse entry to anyone found in poor sportsmanship to AGJ staff and AGJ 

contestants and their families. 

11) We will not extend credit to anyone. Please do not ask. AGJ Pageants will not refund or reimburse any pageant 

expenses for any reason. 

12) Discounts can not be combined. Your (1) Highest discount will apply. 

13) Elite Ultimate Cruise winner- Cruise prize will be awarded by cruise company gift card. 40 contestants must have 

competed to be awarded. 

14) AGJ Pageants is not responsible for any fees imposed by Carnival Cruise lines for cancellation or changes. 

15) Scoresheets and Photos must be picked up and signed for after crowning. We will not mail these to you if you do not 

pick them up. Scoresheets and photos are not to be handed out until the end of crowning. No exceptions to this rule. 

16) Natural Contestants may be spray tanned as they are also allowed to compete in the Glitz competition. Natural Beauty 

allows minimal foundation to blend, mascara,  lip gloss and French tip nails. Hair pieces, generally, are not allowed. The 

exception to this rule is for our African American contestants who wear extensions and regular everyday hairpieces as part 

of their everyday life. This is much different and does not compare to pageant hair pieces. Flippers and eyelashes are not 

allowed in Natural. Dress should be simple, yet pretty. We do not deduct for rhinestones but use best judgement when 

presenting an overall natural package to judges. 


